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Basics of Biophilia
 Gulf of Mexico (where I grew up)
 Pleasure of going to the beach, river or
mountains is an example of biophilia
 Biophilia hypothesis: idea that humans
possess an innate tendency to seek
connections with nature and other forms
of life
 It’s why people will pay more to look out
over a lake, the ocean, a marsh, green
fields or woodlands
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Biophilia in the City
 It is why there is a premium for property
that overlooks or is within a five-minute
walk of a park or is on a tree-lined street
 Biodiversity component is often overlooked
in the discussion
 It is why people line up to see the bats fly
out in Austin, the storks or swallows return to
cities, a downtown hawk on a camera or
fish in a pond
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Benefits of Biophilia
 Physical (exercise more, heal faster, lower
stress, heat island impacts)
 Mental (improved mood, feeling of wellbeing, mental restoration, reduced fatigue)
 Social (reduced crime, increased civility)
 Employment (reduced absenteeism,
improved productivity, increased
engagement, increased focus)
 Economic (property values, tourism)
 Children’s well-being
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Historic Approach to Public Landscape
 Inexpensive, convenient, filling, sometimes
tasty, but lacking nutrition
 Minimal if at all, non-native species,
application of pesticides, no food or
habitat, dirt not soil
 No safe passage, windows of death, no
balance or education, noise, lights
 When money spent canopy often
minimized, species chosen for aesthetics
not usefulness
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An Arlington Conversation
 Biophilic Cities (Tim Beatley, UVA)
 Terrapin Bright Green (Browning)
 Arlington Staff publications:
 Biophilic Arlington: A Natural and
Human Approach to Sustainable Urban
Futures
 The Compelling Case for a Biophilic
Approach to Arlington’s Future
 Biophilic Design
 A mix of planning, educating, getting out
of the way, incentivizing and mandating
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What do you do?
 Biophilic Laws: Planning for Cities with
Nature, J. Brown (Virginia Environmental
Law Journal, Vol. 34:52)
 Open space
 Information collection and sharing
 Habitat protection
 Tree protection
 Tree planting
 Humane coexistence
 Bird-friendly building
 Green landscapes
 Green infrastructure
 Green roofs and walls
 Viewsheds
 Dark skies
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How do you do it?
 Think in clusters (everything is connected)
 Layer purposes (no dollar does one job)
 Anticipate consequences (do no harm)
 Create experience (think like Singapore)
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Examples
 Wildlife corridors (trees, three layers, edge
lighting, noise, trash storage)
 Trees, greenroofs (pesticides, bird friendly
glass, species choices)
 Landscape (native species – pollinators,
living soil – fertilizers, weed killers)
 Green spaces (events, future of food,
technology for fun and management)
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